### Student Evaluation Worksheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Readiness for Enhanced Communication Skills r/t primary nursing care at a new nursing graduate level with an emphasis on teaching and reporting off.** | **ST: WEEK ONE:**  
· Be able to perform a shift report on 1-2 patients successfully  
· Assist Primary Nurse with discharge teaching | · Learn what the common teaching is on the unit.  
· Assess many discharge teachings done by other nurses.  
· Practice answering FAQ's with staff and students.  
· Assess as many shift reports as possible.  
· Customize my assessment sheet to tailor information that is important to report off.  
· Take report and organize patient care form report.  
· Give an organized report on each patient to oncoming shift.  
· Listen in on phone conversations with MD's and what orders are given.  
· Practice ISBAR reporting. | |
| | **ST: WEEK THREE:**  
· Be able to perform a shift report on 3-4 patients successfully  
· Plan and perform discharge teaching with 2 patients | | |
| | **LT: WEEK FIVE:**  
· Be able to perform a shift report on all of the primary nurses assigned patients successfully  
· Plan and perform discharge teaching with all of the primary nurses assigned patients | | |